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SPB’XPOSCOPP ABOVE ‘IlIE b-FLAVOR ‘lEBE.SEOLB IWH CUSB 

Chris Plopfenstein” 

State University of New York at Stony Brook 

Stony Brook, NY 11794 

Evidence for new triplet S-nave states of the bbL- system, 

above the b-flavor threshold, and for an excited B mesom, B*, is 

presented. The masses, tots1 widths and leptonic widths of the 

X(4S), Z(N) and ~(65) .re determined from mersorementr of the 

cross section for e+e- l nihilation into hadronr for 

10.55<w<11.25 QeV. B* production is siSnsllrd by observation of 

monochrometic, low energy photons (ET - 50 UeV) from the dscrp 

B*-JB + 7. This is ths first experimental evidence for the 

existence of vector b; or ba states. 

Font spin-triplet S-vavc b6 bound states. X(M), x(ZS), 

X(35) and X(4S) are known to exist. their identification being 

mostly based on ths a&reemont between level spacings computed in 

potential models and experimsntsl observ&tlon. The first three r 

: -1 
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st*tos *rc observed *s n*rrow peaks in the c+c- *nnihil*tion 

cross-section, with widths much less than tho m*chino cncrgy 

r4solntion. Tbo first evidence of b-fl*oored mesons ‘1.1 provided 

by the discovery *t CRSR of tho 2(4S). with II ma** of 10.577 GeV 

and * n.tnr.1 width of -20 McV,[l] and the ob*crv*tion [21 of * 

l*rge yield of high energy leptons *t the ~(4s) peat due to the 

somileptoaic decay of * meson of m*ss -RtX(4S))/2. The 1.91 of 

the B meson w*s recently determined to be 5.272f2.5 YcV from 

reconstruction of orclusivo fin.1 st*tos resulting from h*dronie 

dcc*ys. [31 

At center of mess energies l bovc the ~(4s) one orpoctr 

*ever*1 addition.1 triplet S-wave b6 st*tec, with m*c* sp*cings 

of the order of 200 Rev. [41 In addition excited B mesons should 

bo produced. Both spin singlet (psoodorc.1.r) *nd spin triplet 

(vector) b; *nd ba st*tes .ro expcotod to exist and, .s for 

lighter mc*ons, the vector st*te, B*, is oxpectod to be heavier 

than the pscudosc.1.r B. Sorling argoments *nd potential model 

fits,[5,61 *s roll *s the empiric.1 observation that the 

difference of the sqn*rc of the m*sscs for tho known 

vector-psordosc.1.r meson pairs (p-n, K.-K, D.-D) is conct*nt 

soggcst that AR=M(B*MB)-50-55 YeV. If this is tho c*sc then 

the dominant decay mode of the B* is B*-Jy+B. resulting in the 

emission of * photon of energy oqo.1 to AM in the B* center of 

Hl.116. 

During the period July 1983 to Juno 1984, CRSB delivered 123 

*b-l of integrated lominosity in the energy region 10.6O<W<l1.25 

GeV. In thi. energy region two or three triplet S states r(nS) 

(n=S. 6, 7) .rc crpcotod to exist. Some dat. ‘1.8 also collected 

in the oontinaom below the X(45) *nd *t the X(4.Y) pc*k. rhoring 

very good consirtoncy with larger previoo. d*t* sots. Pigore la 

shows Rvis vcrcos 1, where vis stands for visible, i.e. 

nncorroctod for detector cfficicncy, .s obscrvcd with the CUSB 

detector, whore lZ is dofincd *s o(e+c--Jh*dronc)/o(c+c--Jp+p-). 

CGSR is * purely o*lorimotric detector, composed of N.1 oryst*ls 

sad 1e.d g1a.s blocks, with croollcnt idcntific*tion of h*dronio 

fin.1 states *nd olectrom*gnctic energy resolution. A dct*iled 

description of the dotoctor is given in Reference 7. E*dronic 

fin.1 st*tcs from b6 rcson*ncc decays hrvc lower thrust then 

continuum events, cspoci*lly for rc*on.necs *hove threshold which 

dcc*y into p*irs of B mesons. Figure lb shows Rvis for tho s*mc 

d*t* after *pplying * thrust cut 181 which rct*ins 7a of the 

rcson.ncc dcoayr rnd 34% of the continuum events. Both f igoros 

show complex *nd very simi1.r structure of l pprorim*toly the s*mc 

magnitude, prOVin8 th*t the cxeccs h*dronic yield rbovo the XOS) 

is due to resonance decays. Table I gives . *e.o.*ry of the d*t*. 

The features in R *re reflected in the fraction.1 yields of 

r4son*ncc cvcnts “crsas w. Those yields *rc obt*incd by 

cnbtr*cting the v*luc of Rvir below the fl*vor threshold. 
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Table I. Summary of data. 
***~**~***D**P*~PP*~pI--p-----=-II-p----***~*~***~*~ 

Ileg ion s Ldt c;;;;;UlS Resonant Resonant 
Events Fraction 

(CeV) (nb-') 
-^-----_----r-------______________r_____------------ 

10.44-10.54 3141 5699 0 0.000 
10.54-10.60 6057 14062 3169 0.225 
10.60-10.67 8828 16844 1127 0.067 
10.67-10.73 15154 28803 2122 0.074 
10.73-10.77 6909 12610 561 0.045 
10.77-10.83 12896 24104 1833 0.076 
10.83-10.93 25374 47785 4600 0.096 
10.93-10.99 7616 13267 502 0.038 
10.99411.06 25284 45700 3761 0.082 
11.06-11.25 21073 37223 2940 0.079 
****.**3*-P~~****.-*p--Dp-----*~***~~-~**-~**~*~~***** 

Table II. SevenGaussian fit results. 
"""""""""';"'"""""i"""""""**~******* 
Gaussian Mass (CeV) l- (MeV) r ee (keV) 
------------_---_---___I________________---------- 

1 10.579*0.001 251t2.6 0.185?0.024 
2 10.63 82 0.114iO.016 

(2*33) 10.70 61 0.083+0.009 
(0.197*0.018) 

4 10.79 61 0.102t0.010 
2 10.86 10.91 47 0.115+0.009 

59 0.076i0.010 
(4+5+6) (0.293+0.018) 

7 11.02 66 0.113f0.008 
;""""'""'"""'"""""""""""""********** 

The central positions and widths were fixed 
for Gaussians 2'7. 

Table III. Summary of resonance properties. 
-**~~*P*P*-*-~--*P*=P-I-=S--PP)I-PPPa--I********~~*.**~**~ 
Resonance Mass (GeV) r (MeV) r ee (keV) 
---r-r----------r---I_e____l___rl_____c_---------------~-- 
T(4.S) 10.5774i0.001 25+ 2.5 0.283+0.20 
T(5S) 10.845 f0.020 110*15 0.365+0.070 
T(6.s) 11.02 to.03 90f20 0.156t0.040 
-*~***~****~P~***~*-***--I-I-I---pIp*********~******* 
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The R(W) shove threshold hss l r*ther complicated behsvior. 

Just above the Y(4S) peak the cross section remsins higher than 

below threshold, by about 0.2 units in R. A relatively large 

peak is observed at -10.9 GeV. preceded and followed by dips. 

Just above 11.0 GoV a second peak is possibly present *nd finally 

F. appears to level out at a v*lw of Rvis-2.5. This behavior of 

R from below the Y(4S) to 11.25 GeV. cannot be fit with three 

Gaussian (or Brcit-Wignor) functions. A gOOd fit to the data is 

obtained with sevenGanssi*ns plus a smooth step in I(. The 

parameters of the Gaossians *re given in Table II. Wben the 

appropriate Ganssians are added as indicated in the table, the 

effective leptonio widths obtained *EC in gOOd agreement with the 

results of the CLEO oollabor*tion.f91 There is however no 

obvious correspondence between the seven fitted Gaussi*ns and 

potential model expectations. 

Eichten et *I. in a series of pspers have constructed * 

coupled ch*nnel model which explains qualitatively tho foatoros 

of R above the charm throshold.[51 Eichten has applied the sas~e 

model to the b6 system shoring that if tho Y(4S) “exe close to 

the flavor threshold, tho Y(4S) resonanoe shape would be altered 

from * Breit-‘signer form.[lOl Wo h*ve nsod * simplified version 

of the coupled ch*nnel model of Eiohten et *l., to identify tho 

origin of the various components in the cross sootion observed in 

tho region from k10.55 to W=I1.05 GeV. We *ssume that four 

triplet S-rrvo states (4S, 5% 65, 7s) decay mostly into the sir 

two body oh*nnels : Bk Bi?+B*& B*?, Bs&, 

Bsi:+B& *nd B:ii:, where B*’ s sre excited B mesons and 

Bs’s are bound (b;) ststes. This assumption becomes inadequate 

at energies where m*ny body docay channels such *s Bi!I+nn become 

important. We account for them by II smooth stop in R II* in the _ 

empirical fit described above. The decay lmplitndes of the 

re*on*nces in momentum spaoe snd tho r*ve function *t tho origin 

are ortrapolatod from Reforenoos 10 and 5 respectively. No S-D 

miring is included and the rol*tive contribation of Bii, BS* *nd 

B%s *re weighted by statistical f*ctors. [ill The m*asos of 

B*‘r and Bs’s *re taken BE kf(B*MB)=55 YoV, M(Bs)-Y(B)=103 MoV 

and H(B:H(Bs)=SO MeV. 1121 Those v*luos *IO in agreement with 

simple *C*ling *rgUmOnts. M*s*os *nd total widths of the 

reson*noes were vsriod *I *llored by the d*t* and within the 

ran&o Suggested by potential models. The fOlloWfUg ValUOS “era 

used : Y(Y(4S))=10.5774 GoV, P(Y(lS))=ZS MeV, H(Y(5S))=10.845 

GeV. F(Y(5S))=llO MeV, W(Y(6S))=11.02 GeV, P(Y(6S))-90 MaV, 

M(Y(7S))=11.20 GeV. l’(Y(7S))-100 Rev. In *ddition s smooth step 

in E, AR=O.18, turning on *t 11.075 GoV, w.s included. The 

computed contribution to R is corrected for finite machine energy 

spro*d, radiative affects I131 and our detection efficiency of 

0.69 for resonance events. 
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The results of the cslcnlstion, shorn superimposed on the 

dstr in Figure 2. reproduce the msin fosturos remsrksbly roll 

(the oxcoss cross section et W=lO.7 GoV msy be due to D-rsve 

st*tes). The thrust out dsts of Figure lb is equally roll 

described by this calcolstfon. Table III gives the properties of 

the Y(4S). ~(5s) *nd Y(6S). The quoted error on each parameter 

reflects the freedom in ChSngOS which csa be tolerated by the 

compsrison with the dst*. Figure 3s shows the contributions of 

the four rosonsnces to the cross section for two body fins1 

ststes. Most.of the cross section in the energy region 10.7 to 

10.95 GeV is duo to the presence of the Y(5S). while the ~(7s) 

contributes practically nil. The complex structure soon is doe 

to the rsdisl nodes of the Y’S wsvo functions and the sir two 

body thresholds in en energy intorvsl of -300 MoV. Simil*r 

complexity is obtsinod by Tornqvist, using s psir CreStiOn model. 1141 

The contributions from B mesons (solid curve) and strange 

B masons (dsshod curve) sro shorn in Figure 3b. The nsrrow peek 

et 10.7 GoV ir mostly duo to B:i: production. This could be 

verified experimentally, given enough ststistics. by looking for 

increased strsnge particle yield. 

3.2 

3.0 

w 2.0 
ii 
G 
5 

a 2.6 

2.4 

I I I I I I I 

10.6 10.8 il.0 11.2 
W(GeV) 

Figure 2 

The rolrtive popnlstion of growId st*to B mesons to strter 

cont*ining ens excited B. end to ststor oontsining tro excited 

B’s, in the energy region 10.73-10.93 GeV, is caloulsted to be 

0.19:0.32:0.49. One therefore expects on the order of one B* per 
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roson*nce, or spprorimstely one B* per 14 hrdronic annihilstions, 

with the best si8nrl to beckground nesr the Y(5S) peek whore the 

cross section is largest. 

We hsve sesrohed for I monochromatic photon signs1 from the 

decsy B*-+B+7. Only photons detected in the centrrl cslorimeter 

sro wed in the rnalysis. The segmentation of the detector 

sllowr construction of tranrvsrse end longitndinsl shspe 

criterir. which, along with s oherRed psrtiola veto, sro used to 

identify photons and redooe ov~rlsps with other photons end 

ohsrged psrticles. Piducisl cuts in **imoth sro made to encore 

contrinmont of the photon shower. The NsI *rrsy is crlibrstod 

with 0.67, 1.33 and 1.37 YeV photons from 137Cs and 6oCo sources 

in real time, while tSking dsts. The over811 energy a*10 has 

been checked *sin& events from the decsy 

Y’-+YYl”n’-+~~~~co+e- or p+p-1 for which the no mess end 

MCI’)-M(Y) sro computed using the messored photon enorgies.[l51 

The photon detection efficiency end energy resolution sro 

dotsrmined by Monte Csrlo crlcnl*tion*. Photon showers genorstod 

using the EGS shower oode [161 sre rsndomly superimposed OD. 

hsdtonic wont* which we then processed through the *em8 photon 

finding code es re*l data. The orpocted Doppler brosdoning of s 

B* signs1 is included in the cslculation. We find s photon 

finding efficiency of (9.2?3.8)2 for roso*snco events, sad *n rms 

rosolotion bE/E=l7%, including Doppler brosdening. 

.- 
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While the fraction of res?nanco events at tho X(4S) is 

approximately 301L, at higher energies it is only about 7% in 

*v**agc, making tho soarch for photons from B* decay extromoly 

difficult. Since rcso~.nce decays have lower thrust on .vor.go 

than continuum events, ‘ thrust cot caa enhance signals duo to B* 

decays. It should bc noted that there is a strong correlation 

between low thrust and high multiplicity. In the energy region 

10.62<W<10.94 GeV, whore wo collected 68 pb-’ of data. copious 

production of B’S and B%* meson pairs is expected while 

Doppler broadening of the photons from B* decry is smaller than, 

or comparable to,ths energy resolution. The observed photon 

spectrum for the data in this energy region is rhonn in Figures 

4a. 4b and 40 for thrust v~1uc.s of T(1.0, T(0.80 and T(0.75 

respectively. An enhancsment can be seeri around SO JlaV whose 

visual tignificance appears to increase with increasingly 

stronger thrust cats. which result in data samples which .re 

richer in reson.nce events. We conolnde that the enhancement 

scan in Figure 4 ia associated with roson(~nce events. No such 

enhanosment is observed in the corresponding X(4S) simpler. 

In order to determine the position of the enhancement we fit 

the photon spectrum in the interval 20(Ey<120 HeV to aGaussian 

plus cubic function, where the Caorsian roprerentr our computed 

resolstion. The results of those fits arc shorn as continuous 

lines in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the same data after 
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subtraction of the cubic background for the three thrust cuts. 

Table IV gives the obsorvod numbor of counta, together with the number 

of roson*nce events, the fraction of reronancc events, and the 

observed yield of photons per resonance event. 

TABLE IV 
a~~=~o~~~~~=-~-~~~=~__r___l3___s__pp=I__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

T<l.O T<0.8 T<O .75 
---_--1____-1_-“_--_---------“--”---------”-------~“--“----”-----“-” 

NY 1374*365 7871t210 396tl41 

N res 12800 9000 5900 

N res’Ntot 0.07 0.16 0.22 

NY'N,eS 0.107 0.087 0.067 

---------r_-"-"----l__I__-_I____________---""-------"--------"-----" 

For all three samples we observe good agreement with the computed 

resolution and approximately constant photon yield, except for 

the most stringent thrust cat, whore the high event multiplicity 

resolts in a much lower efficiency and the very poor statistics 

mskos comparison of observed and computed widths uncertain. From 

the fits shorn in Figure 5 wc obtain a photon peak position of 

5156 We!‘. where most of the error is doe to uncertainties in the 

dstermination of the energy scale. While uncertainties in the 

photon finding efficiency as II function of thrust provent a 

precise evalustion of tho B* production rate, vo estimate that 

-1.0-1.5 B* are produced per rosomancc event. 
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In summsry, WC heve measured the hedronic cross section and 

inclusive photon epectrm in the region above the b-flavor 

threrhold.reveallng evidence for several new states. Most of the 

strnotsre in R in the energy interval 10.75 end 10.95 GeV is due 

to the fifth I 3Sl state, Y(H) * Its mass value is within 50 MeV 

of most predictions, for eremple Reference 9, end is within 5 HeV 

of the latest potential model celcnlation.[l41 Its large 

leptonic width (0.365 LeV) indicates that it is coupled to many 

decey channels end that the simple relation betweenPee and 

IS(O) I2 is considerably modif ied. [51 

The identification of the next resonance es the sixth I 

state is more tenuons. Prom P theoretical standpoint one expects 

the next higher triplet state to be about 200 MeV above the 

X(S). Rxperimentelly, there is l rsletively sharp rise in the 

cross section eroand 11 GeV. Both the empirical fit end the 

model calculation can l ccomodete its presence nicely. BOWeVEr, 

since it is located at II energy where multipetticle (rether than 

two body) final states ate expected to give sizeable 

contributions, this interpretation is not unique. Perhepr the 

best ray to state the situation is: if the peak at 11.02 GeV is 

the 1(6S), then its parameters ate those given in Table III. OIlI 

findings for the higher upsilon resonences are in substantial 

egreement with those of the CL.RO colleboration.[91 

We have observed a monochromatic photon signal which is 

associated with the presence of B meson pairs in the final state, 

es verified by the dependence of the signal on thrust outs. We 

take this es evidence that this signal is due to the decay 

B*+B+y . The B.-B mars diffctence is 5126 MsV, for en unknown 

mixture of neutral and charged mesons. This value of AM is in 

agreement with most theoretical cstimates.[10,17] 
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